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OVERVIEW
Software Defect Description Language (SDDL) is a 
domain specific language for precisely describing 
defects found in software.

It is proposed that it will:
• be based on a common representation (the prototype 

uses JSON).
• be an enabler for machine analysis of defects. 
• be automatically generated by defect analysis tools 

when a defect is recognised.
• be able to be easily generated by humans.
• represent defects in an architecture-independent 

format.
• capture all of the relevant aspects of the defect, 

including metadata, pre and post conditions, control 
and data flows, while avoiding free-prose text 
descriptions.

• use SMT-LIB to express statement  
parameters in a form independent  
of platform.

SDDL works by translating relevant  
statements of the original Program Under  
Test (PUT) into SDDL events. This  
translation uses SDDL’s custom defect  
language and makes any implicit side 
-effects of PUT statements explicit. 

The Heartbleed vulnerability (CVE-2014-0160) is used
here as an exemplar. The screenshot provided highlights 
lines in the t1_lib.o file relevant to the buffer over-read 
defect. Lines in green are defect pre-conditions and the 
red line is the actual defect point. The speech bubbles 
show how each line translates into SDDL.

MOTIVATION
The purpose of the Software Defect Description Language (SDDL) is to 
enable machine analysis of software defects. Current defect reporting 
mechanisms tend to use free-prose text, which lacks a consistent 
structural representation of defects.

We believe that a formal specification will provide a consistent 
framework for capturing all of the relevant defect information. It 
is hoped that this will lead to new ways of doing automated defect 
discovery, which will be less driven by brute-force exploration of the 
entire state space.

FUTURE DIRECTION
Visualisation: overlay information about the path to the defect over 
source/assembly.

Machine Learner Enabler: given a corpus of defect descriptions, allow 
ML techniques to be used to reason about defects (e.g. Is defect A 
equivalent to defect B?).

Defect-driven Vulnerability Analysis: exploration for defects in 
programs is driven by patterns of defects previously seen.

Define SDCDL: define a complementary language, Software Defect 
Class Definition Language, to describe classes of defects.

Automated Mass Sample Generation: generate SDDL files from existing 
defect descriptions.

{ “taint-propagation” : {
      “scope”: “function”,
      “dest”: “rbp”,
      “src”: “(bvand rbp #x0000ffff)”,
      “bits”: 64
 } }

{ “taint-propagation” : {
     “scope”: “function”,
     “dest”: “rcx”,
     “src”: “(select memory (bvadd 
rax #x00000003))”,
     “bits”: 64
} }

{ “defect”: {
     “cweName”: “BufferCopyWithoutInputSizeCheck”,
      “cweID”: 120,
      “params”: {
          “destBuf ”: “rdi”,
          “destBufSize”: “(bvadd #x00000001 #x00000002 rdx #x00000010)”,
          “srcBuf ”: “rsi”,
          “srcBufSize”: “(bvlt (bv-len rsi) rdx)”,
          “srcBufSizeRange”: “(#x00000001 rdx)”
}}},{ “taint-propagation” : {

     “scope”: “function”,
     “dest”: “rdx”,
     “src”: “rbp”,
     “bits”: 64
} }

{ “taint-propagation” : {
      “scope”: “function”,
      “dest”: “rsi”,
      “src”: “r15”,
      “bits”: 64
} }

{ “taint-propagation” : {
     “scope”: “function”,
     “dest”: “rdi”,
     “src”: “rcx”,
     “bits”: 64
 }}
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